ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL
#60863 - CHROME OUTRIGGER SYSTEM KIT 1

PARTS IN CARTON:

- Chrome outrigger uprights (2 each)
- Chrome end caps for round hangrails (2 each)
- Chrome flush end caps for dimensional hangrail (2 each)
- Chrome upright brackets (4 each)
- 4' chrome dimensional 1/2" x 1 1/2" hangrail (1 each)
- 1 1/4" diameter hangrail (1 each)
- 3" round chrome hangrail brackets (2 each)
- 3" chrome dimensional hangrail brackets (2 each)
- Set screws (4 each)
HARDWARE THAT NEEDS TO BE PURCHASED

THESE PARTS WILL NEED TO BE PURCHASED AT YOUR LOCAL HARDWARE STORE. THE RECOMMENDED HARDWARE FOR THIS INSTALL, (8) #8 COUNTERSINK SCREWS AND (8) 3/16 ANCHORS. IF MOUNTING TO STUDS, USE (8) #8 COUNTERSINK SCREWS AND 3/16 DRILL BIT.

YOU WILL NEED TO SUPPLY YOUR OWN TAPE MEASURE, LEVEL, DRILL OR SCREWDRIVER FOR INSTALLATION.
STEP 1
THE OUTRIGGER BRACKETS SHOULD BE MOUNTED 15" FROM THE FLOOR, 66" BETWEEN THE TOP AND BOTTOM BRACKET, AND 47" IN BETWEEN THE BRACKETS. MARK THE MOUNTING LOCATIONS OF EACH (SEE FIGURE 1).
NOTE: IT IS POSSIBLE TO USE THE UPRIGHTS AS AN ALIGNMENT TOOL TO ENSURE FINAL BRACKET POSITION.
STEP 1.1
INSTALL DRY WALL ANCHORS INTO EACH HOLE, THEN MOUNT THE BRACKETS WITH THE COUNTERSINK SCREWS.
STEP 2
AFTER MOUNTING THE OUTRIGGER BRACKETS, HANG THE OUTRIGGER UPRIGHTS, BY ALIGNING THE SLOTS IN THE OUTRIGGER UPRIGHTS WITH THE HOOKS ON THE OUTRIGGER BRACKETS. (SEE FIGURE 2)
STEP 3
INSTALL THE 3" CHROME DIMENSIONAL HANGRAIL BRACKETS ON TO THE BACK OF THE OUTRIGGER UPRIGHTS. (SEE FIGURE 3)

FIGURE 3

STEP 4
PLACE THE 3" CHROME DIMENSIONAL HANGRAIL INTO THE BRACKETS THEN INSERT THE ENDCAPS INTO EACH END. (SEE FIGURE 4)

FIGURE 4
STEP 5
INSTALL THE 3" ROUND CHROME HANGRAIL BRACKETS ON TO THE BACK OF THE OUTRIGGER UPRIGHTS. (SEE FIGURE 5)

STEP 6
PLACE THE 3” ROUND CHROME HANGRAIL THROUGH THE BRACKETS THEN INSERT THE ENDCAPS INTO EACH END. (SEE FIGURE 6)
PARTS IN CARTON:

- **Chrome Upright Brackets (4 each)**
- **3" Chrome Dimensional Hangrail Brackets (2 each)**
- **Chrome Flush End Caps for Dimensional Hangrail (2 each)**
- **4' Chrome Dimensional 1/2" x 1 1/2" Hangrail (1 each)**
- **12" Chrome Shelf Bracket (4 each)**
- **Chrome Upright Uprights (2 each)**
- **48" x 12" Laminated Black Melamine Shelves (2 each)**
HARDWARE THAT NEEDS TO BE PURCHASED

THESE PARTS WILL NEED TO BE PURCHASED AT YOUR LOCAL HARDWARE STORE. THE RECOMMENDED HARDWARE FOR THIS INSTALL, (8) #8 COUNTERSINK SCREWS AND (8) 3/16 ANCHORS. IF MOUNTING TO STUDS, USE (8) #8 COUNTERSINK SCREWS AND 3/16 DRILL BIT.

YOU WILL NEED TO SUPPLY YOUR OWN TAPE MEASURE, LEVEL, DRILL OR SCREWDRIVER FOR INSTALLATION.
STEP 1 & 2

PLEASE REFERENCE PAGES 5 THROUGH 7 FOR WALL MOUNTING THE OUTRIGGER BRACKETS.

STEP 3

INSTALL THE 3” CHROME DIMENSIONAL HANGRAIL BRACKETS ON TO THE BACK OF THE OUTRIGGER UPRIGHTS. (SEE FIGURE 1)
STEP 4

PLACE THE 3” CHROME DIMENSIONAL HANGRAIL INTO THE BRACKETS
THEN INSERT THE END CAPS INTO EACH END. (SEE FIGURE 2)
STEP 5
INSERT THE 12" CHROME SHELF BRACKET INTO THE OUTRIGGER UPRIGHTS AT DESIRED HEIGHT. (SEE FIGURE 3)
STEP 6
PLACE THE MELAMINE SHELVES ONTO THE UPPER AND LOWER SHELF BRACKETS.
PARTS IN CARTON:

- Chrome Outrigger Uprights (2 each)
- 12" Chrome Shelf Bracket (8 each)
- 48" x 12" Laminated Black Melamine Shelves (4 each)
HARDWARE THAT NEEDS TO BE PURCHASED

THese parts will need to be purchased at your local hardware store. The recommended hardware for this install, (8) #8 countersink screws and (8) 3/16 anchors. If mounting to studs, use (8) #8 countersink screws and 3/16 drill bit.

#8 COUNTERSINK SCREW (8 EACH)  DRYWALL ANCHOR (8 EACH)

You will need to supply your own tape measure, level, drill or screwdriver for installation.
STEP 1 & 2
PLEASE REFERENCE PAGES 5 THROUGH 7 FOR WALL MOUNTING THE OUTRIGGER BRACKETS.

STEP 3
INSERT THE 12" CHROME SHELF BRACKETS INTO THE OUTRIGGER UPRIGHTS AT DESIRED HEIGHTS OR 21" IN BETWEEN EACH SHELF BRACKET. (SEE FIGURE 1)
STEP 4
PLACE THE MELAMINE SHELVES ONTO EACH SHELF BRACKET.
PARTS IN CARTON:

- **Chrome Outrigger Upright Brackets**: (4 Each)
- **3" Chrome Dimensional Hangrail Brackets**: (4 Each)
- **Chrome Flush End Caps for Dimensional Hangrail**: (4 Each)
- **4' Chrome Dimensional 1/2" X 1 1/2" Hangrail**: (2 Each)
HARDWARE THAT NEEDS TO BE PURCHASED

THESE PARTS WILL NEED TO BE PURCHASED AT YOUR LOCAL HARDWARE STORE. THE RECOMMENDED HARDWARE FOR THIS INSTALL, (8) #8 COUNTERSINK SCREWS AND (8) 3/16 ANCHORS. IF MOUNTING TO STUDS, USE (8) #8 COUNTERSINK SCREWS AND 3/16 DRILL BIT.

#8 COUNTERSINK SCREW (8 EACH)
DRYWALL ANCHOR (8 EACH)

YOU WILL NEED TO SUPPLY YOUR OWN TAPE MEASURE, LEVEL, DRILL OR SCREWDRIVER FOR INSTALLATION.
STEP 1 & 2
PLEASE REFERENCE PAGES 5 THROUGH 7 FOR WALL MOUNTING THE OUTRIGGER BRACKETS.

STEP 3
INSTALL THE 3” CHROME DIMENSIONAL HANGRAIL BRACKETS ON TO THE BACK OF THE OUTRIGGER UPRIGHTS. (SEE FIGURE 1)
STEP 4
PLACE THE 3” CHROME DIMENSIONAL HANGRAIL INTO THE BRACKETS THEN INSERT THE ENDCAPS INTO EACH END. (SEE FIGURE 2)